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A REVIEW

Failed Revolt, Faulty Edition
CHARLES H. LESSER
Edward A. Pearson, ed.,Designsagainst Charleston: The TrialRecord 0/
the Denmark Vesey Slave Conspiracy 0/1822 (Chapel Hill and London:
University of North Carolina Press, 1999).387 pp. ISBN 0-80782446-1.

Q

June 19, 1822, a court composed of two
agistrates and five freeh~lders con:ened
in Charleston, South Carolina. The discovery of a planned slave revolt led by Denmark Vesey, a
free black carpenter, had alarmed the city just days earlier. Before the summer was out, Vesey and thirty-four
enslaved men were hanged and about the same number
sentenced to be transported outside the United States.
Lionel H. Kennedy and Thomas Parker, the two magistrates who presided over the trials, published An Official
Report oJthe Trials o/Sundry Negroes ... later tha~ year:, ~ut
Kennedy and Parker's version of the proceedings IS Incomplete. Two manuscript transcripts at the South Carolina Department of An:hives and History preserve a full~r
version of "the proceedings of the Court and the teStimony received on the trials of those charged as pri~ci
pals or accomplices. "1 In the volume under reVIew,
Edward Pearson seeks to make this material and a good
bit else more widely available.
The Denmark Vesey conspiracy has had a mythic place
in the American psyche. The lethal-looking spikes of the
chevaux-de-frise added to the iron protective fence in
front of Charleston's grandest Georgian mansion, the
Miles Brewton house, graphically convey one aspect of
the reaction to the supposed threat. For more than a hundred and fifty years, Vesey has been a heroic symbol ~f
African-American resistance for a range of other Amencans from abolitionists to the producers of made-fortelevision movies. Little is definitely known about Vesey
himself and the extent of the planned revolt. A small an-
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tebellum house on Charleston's Bull Street is included in
the National Historic Landmark list as ''Denmark Vesey's
House" though structural analysis reveals that it was not
built until after he died and detailed research shows that
the lot is probably not the modern equivalent of "No.
20," where Vesey rented a dwelling in 1821.2
Thomas Bennett, Jr., the South Carolina governor at
the time, and his brother-in-law William Johnson, an associate justice of the U.S. Supreme Court, both thought
that hysteria had greatly overblown the extent of the conspiracy. In 1964 historian Richard C. Wade went so far as
to argue that the plot "was probably never more than
loose talk by aggrieved and embittered men." Fear, he
suggested, was able "to translate a few rumo~ in~o a
widespread conspiracy."3 A historian of the OppOSIte Vlew,
William H. Freehling, calls the Vesey conspiracy "the most
widespread and cogent insurrection plot uncovered in the
nineteenth-century South."4 Both Designs against Charleston
and a monograph by Douglas Egerton just published by
Madison House are evidence of the continuing scholarly
interest in the Vesey affair. 5
Edward Pearson, who teaches at Franklin and
Marshall College, wrote his 1992 University ofWisconsin dissertation on a broader aspect of this subject ("From
Stono to Vesey: Slavery, Resistance, and Ideology in South
Carolina, 1739-1822") and has now concentrated extensive research into this book. A lengthy introduction composes nearly half of the volume. Rightly taking the
intellectual origins of the conspiracy seriously, Pearson
argues that the projected revolt should be seen as a cultural revitalization movement that fused Vesey's militant
Old Testament Christianity and knowledge of revolutionary emancipation movements with African magic a~d
ritual practices. The sorcerer Gullah Jack, another major
leader in the plot, epitomized the latter element. Pearson
makes heavy use of theory from sociology and anth:opology. The thinness of the historical evidence forces him
to so repeatedly make use of "may have," "might have,"
and "must have" that they almost become a refrain, but
the introduction nonetheless makes a valuable contribution to the scholarship on the revolt.
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Three of the earliest slaves to be executed, Ned, Rolla,
and Batteau, belonged to Governor Bennett. Bennett lived
near the end of Bull Street in a splendid house on Lucas
Street (now Barre Street) that still stands. On August 10,
Governor Bennett issued a printed public letter to rescue
the "reputation of the State" from the "exaggeration ...
of a very extensive conspiracy" and to reduce the "general anxiety and alarm."6 The General Assembly convened
in Columbia on November 25. Three days later, Bennett
transmitted to its members the public letter giving his
extended account of the conspiracy (Document A); the
trial transcript (Document B); copies of the four orders
he or his aide-de-camp had issued during the crisis;7 a
missing Document C concerning the powers of the court;
aJuly 1 letter he had written to the state's attorney general, Robert Y. Hayne, raising serious objections to the
court's proceedings (Document D); the attorney general's
response (Document E); July 24 and 25 correspondence
with the court concerning stays of execution (Document
F); and August 30 correspondence with city council concerning the council's refusal to let Bennett's agents question "the culprits" (Document G). All of this was
accompanied by an extensive covering message and all
was submitted in two copies, one for the Senate and one
for the House of Representatives. 8
Document B, the trial transcript, is the heart of the
matter and the core of the book under review. When
Kennedy and Parker issued their O./ficialReport o/the Trials
in late October 1822, they used ellipses to mark their
omission of a passage considered too dangerous to appear in print. The slave Harry testified that Gullah Jack
"was going to give me a bottle with poison to put into
my Masters pump, and into as many pumps as he could
about town, and he said he would give other bottles to
those he could trust to."9 Kennedy and Parker also omitted the names of slave witnesses that Governor Bennett
entrusted to the legislature and rearranged and abridged
the slave testimony to make a more organized account.
The printed OjficialReport and the two manuscript trial
transcripts pose complicated collation problems that
Pearson does not solve in an entirely satisfactory way. His
very brief "Editorial Note" says little about this matter.
He explains that he uses double brackets for insertions of
material from the printed report that appears in neither
manuscript and that he includes the testimony from a second Magistrates and Freeholders Court convened on
August 3 that is present only in the second (Senate copy)
of the two manuscripts. 10 The "Editorial Note" mistakenly calls one of the manuscript copies of the trial transcript "Document A" (a document about which he is also
62
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confused elsewhere), 11 when actually both the House of
Representatives and Senate copies of the transcript are
marked "B. "12 Both manuscripts include a section of
undated statements by various slaves before a chronological presentation of the remainder of the material. Pearson
moves these statements to what he considers the appropriate place with no editorial explanation. He places the
testimony ofBrom (Witness 3 in the printed report) and
Richard (Witness 4 in the printed report) with the trial of
Rolla, although both the sense of the testimony and the
printed report indicate that they belong under a separate
trial of Batteau. Pearson's slight index does not include
names mentioned in testimony or in the items printed in
his appendix of "Additional Documents." The entry for
"Bennett, Batteau," in the index thus does not give the
reader a single reference to the trial transcript even though
he was one of the executed slaves. Later Pearson inserts
the printed report's statement about adjournment of the
first court twice, once appropriately at the end of its proceedings and again, inappropriately, after the proceedings
of the second court. This reviewer has not attempted a
full collation of the two manuscripts and the printed report, but these instances and carelessness in transcription
noted below cause concern about Pearson's reconstruction of the evidence.
Pearson's "Editorial Note" says nothing of his decision to exclude the other portions of Governor Bennett's
message, even though those documents establish the context of the trial transcript and have not hitherto appeared
in print. Designs Against Charleston prints forty pages of
"Additional Documents" as Appendix 3 at the back of
the volume and otherwise makes use of a very broad array
of sources, but it is not an all-inclusive record of either
the trials or the incident. Kennedy and Parker's "Narrative of the Conspiracy and Intended Insurrection" from
the printed Official Report and a variety of other materials
that have been reprinted elsewhere are not included here.13
Pearson claims that he has been "faithful to the transcript as it appeared in the original," but in every sample
of text checked by this reviewer numerous small differences have been found. To cite the now almost famous
omitted poison passage, Pearson renders "bottle with
poison" as "bottle of poison" and "give other bottles"
as "give the other bottles." These problems of lack of
literalness in transcription and apparent carelessness begin at the heading for the first trial, taken from the printed
Report, where one of the freeholder's names appears twice
in his transcription14 and continue on through to the "Additional Documents" at the back of the volume. Pearson
uses some ellipses in a November 18, 1823, petition from
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